StarBoard Interactive Presentation Software
Bundled with Hitachi interactive projectors

Makes collaboration easy, streamlines workflow
and improves production.
StarBoard Software is a collaboration, information sharing, and interactive presentation
software for professionals. While you would
expect to pay hundreds of dollars extra
for similar interactive software from the
competition, Hitachi bundles it as a standard
feature with each interactive projector.

Layout Options

Customize your workspace to suit your specific
needs. Work in full-screen mode or add the top
menu bar, sidebar tabs, context toolbar, trash can,
and page tab for more accessibility.

Image Integration

Search topics with the software’s built-in Google™
image search to discover content instantly. Drag
and drop images from the world’s largest search
engine into your whiteboard space.

Annotate

Whether working with files inside or outside of
StarBoard Software, annotating over documents
has never been easier when using the software
pens to markup digital content.

Virtual Printer

With the “Print to StarBoard” feature, you can
transfer any file to your whiteboard pages, markup
with digital notes, then save to a variety of file
formats, such as JPEG, PDF, or PPT.

Custom Toolbar

Expand or collapse the toolbar and adjust its height
and orientation based on your preference. Easily
add external files and apps to the toolbar, with the
option to save it for future use.

Smart Pens

Clean up handwritten words by snapping them into
text with the text pen. Use the intelli-pen to draw
accurate shapes and arrows, or the highlighter pen
to hide and reveal annotations.

Import Files

Import Microsoft Office, PDF, and multi-media
files into the software, enabling instant markup.
Annotate over motion video to add dimension to
your digital lectures and presentations.

Save To Favorites

Develop templates from scratch or edit existing
content to save to your favorites folder. Create
new folders to manage and organize your digital
creations for future use and inspiration.
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Search Engines

Add up to 4 search engines to the software to
easily access frequently used sites with search
capabilities. Explore topics by selecting a word to
seamlessly connect to any search engine.

Conference

Share information with colleagues around the world
in real time with the conferencing feature. With a
shared whiteboard space, everyone can see, write
notes and make changes easily.

Accessories

There are a variety of useful accessories within
the software for many applications, such as the
protractor, compass, spotlight, screen recorder,
stopwatch, ruler, and many more.

Dual Pen

With the software’s built-in dual pen feature, two
colleagues can instantly start working together
to markup content with digital ink for freestyle
collaboration and brainstorming.

